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Preface
The vFlyteAir model of the Cirrus SR20 is equipped with 
avionics systems which resemble the look and feel of the 
real aircraft's “Perspective” system. “Perspective” is based 
on the Garmin G1000. Although we don't strive for a true 
simulation of the avionics, we took care for many details. 
Over several months we spent many days (and actually 
nights, too) to provide you with avionics which invoke the 
feeling of flying a Cirrus SR20.

While using the aircraft and browsing through this manual 
you will notice that several unique features of the 
“Perspective” have been modelled. For example, the 
“Perspective” system differs from other G1000 installations 
by providing additional information on the upper parts of 
PFD and MFD, an alphanumeric keypad for easy flight plan 
editing, and a different page group look.

However, the vFlyteAir SR20 is not a study aircraft. We 
deliberately simplified and excluded features. For example, 
the look and feel of the flight plan page on the MFD is 
similar to the real aircraft, but it is working much simpler, so 
you can get a plausible impression of the feeling of the real 
thing, but without the need for much learning – just jump 
into the cockpit, quickly enter or load a flight plan and fly.

Some features have not been implemented because it is 
currently not possible for us to do that in a reasonable time. 
In contrast to FSX and P3D, X-Plane does not provide any 
sophisticated avionics for developers to build upon. 
X‑Plane's GNS530 is a closed system to which we don't 
have access, so creating plausible (not speaking of realistic) 
avionics requires developers to create nearly everything 
from scratch. We are investigating possibilities for 
implementing prominent missing features, but for now we 
suggest that you enjoy the aircraft as it is.

On a personal note I want to add that I admire the real 
Cirrus SR20 very much. One of the first X-Plane aircraft I 
bought was the SR20 by Jason Chandler – at that time I 
was impressed by its Avidyne panel. I hope I was up to the 
task of creating enjoyable avionics for our SR20. I want to 
thank several persons in the X-Plane community: Daniel 
Klaue for his tutorials, Stephane Buon who allowed me to 
publish a modification to his DA-42 G1000 which brought 
me into panel development, Philipp Münzel for information 
on X-Plane's FMC, and everyone who wrote SASL tutorials. 
Special thanks go to Austin Meyer & Ben Supnik for sharing 
X-Plane's magnetic deviation table with us.

Finally, I want to thank my colleagues at vFlyteAir: Igor 
Kirilove, our 3D artist whose enormous talent, modelling 
skills and patience gave this aircraft its beauty, and Walker 
Guthrie, our CEO who keeps everything together. It is both 
a pleasure and an honour to be part of that team.

Mario Donick

vFlyteAir Avionics Design
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Avionics Features
The avionics installed in the vFlyteAir SR20 allow for 
complex and extended flights in all weather conditions. The 
glass cockpit provides all relevant information in a clear and 
logical manner. Autopilot and radios are fully integrated with 
the avionics and share a similar user interface.

The following features are available on the Primary Flight 
Display (PFD):
● Artificial Horizon with high-resolution attitude indicator, 

flight director and roll scale
● Speedtape with custom display of reference speeds
● Altitude tape with custom vertical velocity indicator and 

minimums display
● Enhanced HSI with turn indicator and three fully 

configurable bearing pointers for GPS, NAV1, NAV2 and 
ADF

● Switchable inset windows for timer/references, 
minimums, wind, ADF, map, nearest airports, and flight 
plan

● Cirrus-style top bar with power setting, frequencies and 
detailed GPS & autopilot information

On the Multi Function Display (MFD), the following 
features are available:
● Engine information system with switchable trim status
● Detailed system page with engine parameters, declutter 

mode, used fuel, remaining fuel, remaining range, 
remaining time, anti-ice & oxygen gauges, density 
altitude, temperatures, ISA deviation

● Custom user interface for creating and editing flight 
plans (accessing X-Planes navdata and default FMC)

● “Nearest” page for airports, navaids and related 
frequencies

● Cirrus-style top bar with destination window, frequencies 
and GPS information

● X-Plane default map with weather radar and traffic 
warnings with custom icons

● Interactive checklists and user-definable charts

In addition to PFD and MFD specific features, the following 
system-wide specifics are worth mentioning:
● X-Plane autopilot with ROL, HDG, NAV, APPR, ALT, 

V/S, IAS modes and detailed status information
● Custom calculations for ground speed, true airspeed, 

fuel & ranges, bearings and distances
● Reversionary mode with engine information system and 

system summary (reacts on fuse & MFD failure)
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1.1 The Primary Flight Display (PFD)
The PFD is situated on the left side of the panel, in front of 
the pilot. The PFD contains all necessary main flight 
instruments, as well as some additional tools to help with 
navigation and flight planning.

The picture below shows the PFD without any optional inset 
windows.

Please note: You might notice that the PFD upper bar looks a bit 
different compared to other G1000 installations. Instead of NAV 
frequencies, the Cirrus SR20 shows the current engine power at the 
upper left. Also, standby COM frequencies don't have the typical cyan 
frame you might have seen in G1000. These are typical differences of 
the SR20's “Perspective” avionics in contrast to a standard G1000. We 
took care to reflect these differences in our model. However, we decided 
to give active and standby frequencies the same font size, for better 
readability in the simulation.

COM1/2 
Frequencies

Engine 
Power 
Setting

Current 
Waypoint

Estimated Time 
En Route to 

Waypoint
Autopilot 
Status

Distance to 
Waypoint

Previous 
Waypoint

Swap Standby & 
Active Frequency

Turn: Adjust 
Selected COM 

Frequency
– 

Push: Toggle 
COM1 & COM2

Outer Knob: 
Adjust Baro

Inner Knob: 
Adjust HSI 

Course
– 

Push:
Sync Course
Adjust Map 

Zoom

“Direct-to”

Show Flight Plan

“Enter”

PFD 
FMS 
Knob

PFD 
Softkeys

Speedtape

Altimeter & VVI

Compass & 
HSI

Barometric 
Pressure

ClockTransponder

Attitude Indicator

Outside Air 
Temperature
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1.2 The Multi Function Display (MFD)
The MFD is situated on the right side of the panel, slightly 
turned towards the pilot. The MFD contains a moving map, 
detailed engine and system status information, checklists, 
and flight planning utilities.

The picture below shows the MFD without any other 
windows opened.

MFD 
Softkeys

Swap Standby & 
Active Frequency

Load Flight Plan

Save Flight Plan

Map

NAV1/2 
Frequencies

Turn: Adjust 
Selected NAV 

Frequency
– 

Push: Toggle 
NAV1 & NAV2

Ground 
Speed

Desired 
Track

Actual 
Track

Estimated Time 
En Route to 

Waypoint

Fuel on 
Destination 

if flown 
direct from 

current 
position

Estimated Time 
En Route to 

Destination if flown 
direct from current 

position

Bearing of 
Destination

EIS

Direct 
Distance to 
DestinationDestination 

ID
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1.3 The Keypad
In the Cirrus SR20, all MFD controls are situated on a 
separate keypad on the center console (pedestal) to the 
right of the pilot. All entries and selections on the MFD are 
made with these controls. There are also controls for 
setting heading, altitude, and HSI course.

Of special importance is the FMS knob; it fulfills different, 
context-dependant tasks. The FMS knob consists of a small 
inner knob and a large outer knob. In addition, the knob can 
be pushed.

The buttons FMS, XPDR, COM, and NAV change the FMS 
knob's function:
● FMS: Switch MFD page, move cursors within page
● COM: Change standby COM frequency
● NAV: Change standby NAV frequency
● XPDR: Change transponder code with numeric buttons

To the left of the FMS knob, there are six additional 
buttons: The CLR and ENT buttons are context-dependant. 
The FPL button shows the flight plan page on the MFD. The 
direct-to button sets the currently selected waypoint in the 
flight plan as current waypoint for navigation. The MENU 
and PROC buttons are not simulated.

The lower half of the keypad consists of alphanumeric 
buttons and some mode buttons (INIT, ARPT, FIX, NDB) 
used for entering waypoints into the flight plan.

Adjust HDG 
selection

Adjust HSI 
Course

Adjust ALT 
selection

Keypad for entering 
waypoints into 

flightplan

Swap Standby & 
Active Frequency

Note: The numeric buttons can 
also be used for entering a 

transponder code if transponder 
code page is visible on PFD

Adjust Map 
Zoom

MFD 
FMS 
Knob

Select FMS 
Knob ModeAdditional buttons 

(see above)
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1.4 The Autopilot
Autopilot controls are situated below the keypad. Press FD 
to switch on flight director bars indicating the desired control 
inputs. Press AP to let the autopilot servos handle the 
required control inputs. Note that the autopilot servos won't 
engage and will disengage below 200 ft and below 80 KIAS.

Active autopilot modes are shown in the autopilot status bar 
on the PFD.

1 Overview
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Toggle HDG and 
ROL modes

Toggle NAV 
mode

Toggle
Autopilot Servos

Toggle
IAS mode

Synchronize 
selected altitude

Increase or 
decrease 

selected VS/IAS

Toggle 
APR 
mode

Toggle 
Flight 

Director

Toggle 
Yaw 

Damper

Toggle 
VS mode

Lateral Mode Description Remark

HDG In HeaDinG mode, the autopilot follows the currently selected heading. 
Select a heading using the HDG knob on the pedestal. Selected heading 
is indicated on the HSI and the MFD map.

ROL In ROLl mode, the autopilot holds the aircraft's current roll. Toggled with the HDG button.

NAV In NAVigation mode, the autopilot follows the currently selected navigation 
source (NAV1, NAV2, GPS). Select a navigation source using the “CDI” 
softkey on the PFD.

When active, LOC resp. GPS appear in the 
autopilot status bar on the PFD.

APR In APpRoach mode, the autopilot follows an ILS signal with localizer and 
glideslope.

Glideslope is indicated on the PFD, left from 
the altimeter.

Vertical Mode Description Remark

ALT In ALTitude mode, the autopilot holds the currently selected altitude. 
Select an altitude using the ALT knob on the pedestal, or use the current 
altitude as selected altitude by pushing the ALT knob or pressing the ALT 
button.

According to the real aircraft's manuals, ALT 
is always armed. Once the autopilot reaches 
the selected altitude, it will hold it.

IAS In Indicated AirSpeed Mode, the autopilot uses pitch to reach the selected 
altitude while holding a preselected indicated airspeed. After pressing IAS, 
select an IAS using the UP/DOWN wheel on the autopilot panel.

IAS mode is not an autothrottle – adjust 
engine power manually! IAS is switched off 
when reaching the selected altitude.

VS In Vertical Speed mode, the autopilot uses pitch to reach the selected 
altitude while holding a preselected vertical speed. After pressing VS, 
select a VS using the UP/DOWN wheel on the autopilot panel.

VS is switched off when reaching the 
selected altitude.



  

1.5 The GMA 350
On the lower side of the pedestal, beneath the autopilot (cf. 
section 4 of this manual) a simplified model of the Garmin 
GMA 350 is installed. This device is used to control the 
audio output of communications and navigation sources.

Use the COM1, COM2, NAV1, and NAV2 buttons to switch 
audio output on and off for the selected frequency. A 
triangular LED lights up if audio output is on.

Use the knob to adjust the aircraft's volume. The large outer 
knob adjusts master volume (all sounds, incl. engine and 
radio); the small inner knob adjusts radio volume.
Please note that other features of the real GMA350 are not simulated in 
this version of the vFlyteAir SR20, even though some of the other 
buttons can be pressed.
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2.1 Main Flight Instruments
2.1.1 Attitude Indicator (Artificial Horizon)
The attitude indicator or artificial horizon shows your 
aircraft's position in relation to sky and ground. The blue 
upper half is the sky, the brown lower half is the ground. 
The golden needle in the center represents your aircraft. 
The needle moves depending on your aircraft's pitch and 
roll. If the needle is pointing towards the sky, pitch is 
positive; if the needle is pointing towards the ground, pitch 
is negative.

A numbered pitch scale behind the needle shows you the 
pitch in degrees. On the top of the attitude indicator, a roll 
scale shows your aircraft's roll. Beneath the roll pointer, a 
slip/skid indicator shows current side slip.

In addition to the golden aircraft symbol, magenta flight 
director bars are shown if the flight director or the autopilot 
is active. Refer to section 4 of this manual for details.

2.1.2 Airspeed Indicator
Your airspeed is shown on the left side of the PFD on the 
airspeed indicator (speedtape). The big number in the 
center of the speedtape is your airspeed in KIAS (Knots 
Indicated Airspeed). Below the speedtape, you can see 
numbers for True Airspeed (TAS) and Ground Speed (GS).

To the right of the speed tape, four “bugs” are shown for the 
Vspeed references Vx, Vy, Vglide, and Vr. Finally, a 
magenta airspeed trend vector tells you indicated airspeed 
will be in a few seconds.

2.1.3 Altimeter & Vertical Speed Indicator
Your altitude is shown on the right side of the PFD on the 
altimeter (altitude tape). The big number in the center of the 
altitude tape is your altitude in feet (ft). Shown altitude is 
based on the selected barometric setting (shown below the 
altimeter). “STD BARO” is shown if the barometric setting 
equals 29.92 in. Above the altimeter, the current selected 
altitude is shown. Selected altitude is also shown with a 
blue bug inside the altitude tape. Select an altitude using 
the up/down wheel on the autopilot console.

To the right of the altimeter, the vertical speed indicator 
(VSI) is shown. It displays your current vertical speed in feet 
per minute. Positive vertical speeds are shown above the 
VSI scale; negative vertical speeds are shown below.

2 The PFD
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2.2 Horizontal Situation Indicator
The Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI) combines a 
compass (heading up) with data from the various navigation 
sources. The HSI displays your current heading, a heading 
bug for selected heading and a turn rate indicator with a 
trend vector.

A course pointer with course deviation indicator (CDI) is 
shown for the currently selected navigation source NAV1, 
NAV2 or GPS. Pressing the CDI softkey on the CDI cycles 
through the sources.

With NAV1 or NAV2 selected, you can use the small wheel 
of the CRS/BARO knob on the right side of the PFD to 
adjust the course pointer's direction. With GPS selected, the 
course pointer is automatically synchronized with the 
current waypoint's bearing.

In addition to the course pointer, you can display up to two 
additional bearing pointers. First press the PFD softkey, 
then press either the BRG1 or BRG2 softkey. By continued 
pressing of BRG1 or BRG2, the bearing pointers can be 
freely configured to show bearing to NAV1, NAV2, GPS, or 
ADF. Please be aware that pointers for NAV1 and NAV2 
don't show bearings for ILS signals – this is not a bug.

An information window is shown below the HSI for active 
bearing pointers. From top to bottom, the windows show 
distance (for ADF only if coupled with a DME), identifier and 
type of the selected navigation source.

2 The PFD
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2.3 PFD Softkeys
Besides the main flight instruments and the HSI, the PFD 
offers several other options which are accessable by 
pressing softkeys. Softkeys are shown on the bottom of the 
PFD. Softkeys are pressed by the buttons below the 
softkeys.

The type and effect of softkeys variies depending on 
context. Also, some softkeys don't have an immediate 
effect, but lead to another range of softkeys with more 
options. The vFlyteAir SR20 resembles the real aircraft's 
softkey structure, but some positions may be different and 
several options have not been implemented.. The “BACK” 
softkey always brings you back to the previous softkey row. 

The following figure shows the implemented softkey 
structure. 

2 The PFD
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2.4 Inset Windows
2.4.1 Map
Press the “INSET” softkey, then the “ON/OFF” softkey to 
show or hide a small version of the MFD map. The inset 
map is displayed on the left side, below the speedtape.
The vFlyteAir SR20 uses X-Plane's default map. Thus, the map is 
always in “Heading Up” mode and the inset map is affected by the same 
options for range, clutter, traffic, and weather as the MFD map.

2.4.2 ADF Frequency
Press the “ADF” softkey to display the ADF frequency inset. 
Then use the large wheel of the PFD's FMS knob to change 
the ADF standby frequency. Push the knob to swap standby 
and active.
The ADF device for receiving NDB signals is optional in G1000-based 
avionics. On some devices, it is combined with a DME receiver, on 
others it just receives ADF; vFlyteAir opted for the latter option. 

2.4.3 Timer/References
Press the “TMR/REF” softkey to show or a hide the timer 
and references. The inset displays a timer, the four Vspeeds 
also shown on the speedtape, and allows for setting a 
minimum altitude.
● Use the PFD's “ENT” button for controlling the timer. 

Press “ENT” to start the timer; press “ENT” again to stop 
it. Press “ENT” a third time to reset the timer to zero.

● Turn the large wheel of the PFD's FMS knob to highlight 
the “MINIMUMS” field. Use the small wheel to cycle 
between “OFF” and “RADAR”. With “RADAR” selected, 
turn the large wheel to highlight the “FT” section. Then 
use the small wheel to set the desired minimum altitude.

2.4.4 Nearest Airports
Press the “NRST” softkey to show or a hide the nearest 
airports. The inset displays the three nearest airports within 
200 nm, the distance and their main COM frequency (if 
available: TWR, INFO, UNICOM, MULTICO, or CTAF).
Please note that, in contrast to reality, the vFlyteAir SR20 only displays 
three airports and omits runway lengths. Also, the list is only updated 
once in 30 seconds, to save performance.

2.4.5 Flight Plan
Press the “FPL” button to show or a hide a flight plan 
summary. The inset displays the previous, the current and 
the next waypoint, as well as the departure location and the 
destination.  For each waypoint, magnetic bearing (BRG) 
and distance (DIS) is shown.
In the real aircraft, the flight plan inset allows for creating full flight plans. 
In the vFlyteAir SR20, this is not implemented.

2 The PFD
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2.5 Reversionary Mode
The PFD is able to display engine information if the MFD 
fails. This is called reversionary mode. The following 
changes are made to the PFD in reversionary mode:
● The MFD's engine information section (EIS, cf. section 

3.1 of this manual) is moved to the left side of the PFD.
● An additional “ENGINE” softkey is displayed. The 

“ENGINE” softkey allows for switching between the 
default EIS and additional system information.

● The inset map is moved to the right side of the PFD.
● The indicators for ground speed (GS) and outside air 

temperature (OAT) are moved below the speedtape.
● The “Power” section on the upper bar is replaced by the 

NAV1/2 frequencies from the MFD upper bar.

In the vFlyteAir SR20, reversionary mode is activated if
● the MFD fails (you can control this via X-Plane's failure 

settings),
● you pull the MFD #1 circuit breaker in the aircraft,
● you press the red “Display Backup” button which is 

located between PFD and MFD.
In the real aircraft, both screens can be used for reversionary mode. 
vFlyteAir decided to implement this mode only for the PFD, because 
that's sufficient to give you an impression of this mode.

Please note that you can't edit the flight plan if reversionary mode is 
active, because our flight plan inset only displays a summary of the 
active flight plan, but does not allow changes. You need to use the MFD 
for that.

2 The PFD
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3.1 Engine Information System (EIS)
At the left border of the MFD, essential engine and system 
information are displayed. This Engine Information System 
(EIS) is visible all the time, except you open the MFD's full 
engine page (cf. section 3.8 of this manual) or reversionary 
mode is active (cf. Section 2.5).

Please note the following: The EIS in the vFlyteAir SR20 is modelled to 
look very similar to the real aircraft's EIS, but the displayed values 
represent the state of X-Plane default systems.

This is esp. apparent with the “Essential Bus Volts” display. X-Plane 
allows creation of two busses by default, but the real SR20 has three 
busses. vFlyteAir decided to model the busses 1 and 2 using X-Plane 
default systems and to display a fake value for the “Essential Bus”. This 
value is equal to bus 1 volts.

3 The MFD
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3.2 MFD Page Overview
The vFlyteAir SR20's MFD can show five pages which 
loosely resemble some of the pages of the real aircraft. 
Switch the pages using the MFD's FMS knob's large wheel.

In addition, a page for user charts exists. Open the charts 
page using the “SHW CHRT” softkey.

While switching pages, a small status bar at the lower right 
of the MFD is showing the currently selected page.
Please note that the WPT and AUX pages are not available in this 
version of the aircraft.

3 The MFD
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Map Icons

Airport, Heliport, Seastrip

Intersection, GPS fix

NDB

VOR, VOR/DME

Traffic Advisory

Proximity Advisory

Non-Threat Traffic

3.3 Map Page
The navigation map is the default view on the PFD – when 
no other pages are shown, the map is displayed. The map 
shows your aircraft in relation to nearby airports, navaids 
and your flight plan (represented as red lines from waypoint 
to waypoint). The map also shows bearing pointers to the 
navigations sources NAV1 and NAV2.

You have the following options to customize the map view:
● Use the RANGE knob on PFD or pedestal to increase 

or decrease displayed map range.
● Press the “DCLTR” softkey to remove various icons from 

the map, step by step.
● Press the “MAP” softkey, followed by the “PRECIP” 

softkey, to activate the weather radar. Rain and 
thunderstorms will now be displayed.

● Press the “MAP” softkey, followed by the “TRAFFIC” 
softkey, to display nearby traffic.

Please note that we use the X-Plane default map in the vFlyteAir SR20. 
We use customized icons and a modified font for better readability.

3 The MFD
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3.4 Flight Plan Page
Open the flight plan page by pressing the “FPL” button on 
the keypad or by using the outer (large) FMS knob to move 
forward through the available MFD pages.

Waypoints are shown with identifier (for example an ICAO 
airport code), magnetic bearing, distance and, if available, 
altitude constraint. Distances can be shown leg by leg or 
cumulative; use the “LEG-LEG” and “CUM” softkeys for 
changing this option. If the current waypoint has an altitude 
constraint, the constraint is also shown in the “CURRENT 
VNV PROFILE” section below the flight plan.

On the pedestal, push the FMS knob to show the cursor 
(be sure to put the FMS knob in FMS mode first by pressing 
the “FMS” button on the keypad; cf. section 1.3).

Move the cursor up and down with the outer larger wheel 
of the FMS knob to select a waypoint (there are up to 99 
waypoints possible per flight plan).
Please note that the departure field is not related to procedures (which 
are not simulated), but automatically filled with your current position 
when  you enter or load a flight plan. Also note that we currently don't 
provide detailed VNV information besides showing the current altitude 
constraint. This may be added in future updates.

Move the inner smaller wheel of the FMS knob to display 
the waypoint information window for the selected entry. 
In the waypoint information window, use the alphanumeric 
keypad to enter the waypoint identifier in the IDENT field. 
Press the “ARPT”, “FIX”, “NDB” or “VOR” button on the 
keypad to select the waypoint type. Airports are selected 
by default. As you type, any found valid names for your 
input are displayed beyond the ID. Use the “BKSP” button 
to delete the previous character.
Please note that the search returns waypoints nearest to your current 
position. This is esp. important for identifiers which exist more than once 
in the world (duplicates). We assume that you're entering flight plans 
flyable within the range of SR20 starting from your current position, as 
duplicates are usually in totally different parts of the world you couldn't 
reach anyway.

When you're done, press the “ENT” button. If you wish, you 
can now enter an altitude constraint in the VNV field with 
the numeric keys. Once you're done, press the “ENT” button 
to accept your inputs and close the waypoint page.
Note that you can display the waypoint page for existing entries and 
close it by pressing the CLR button without making any changes.

To leave input mode, move the cursor down to next 
waypoint or push the FMS knob.

To save and load the flight plan, click the SD cards on the 
MFD. Click the upper SD card for load, the lower SD card 
for save.
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3.5 Checklist Page
Open the checklist page by pressing the “CHKLST” softkey 
on the MFD or by using the outer (large) FMS knob to move 
forward through the available MFD pages. The checklist 
page offers checklists for all stages of normal flight.
● Use the “PREV” and “NEXT” softkeys to select a 

checklist.
● Press the “ENT” button on the pedestal to check the 

current item and move to the next one.
● Press the “CLR” button to uncheck the current item and 

move to the previous one.
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3.6 Nearest Airports & Navaids Page
Open the Nearest Page by using the outer (big) right FMS 
knob to move forward through the available MFD pages.
● On the top, the “NEAREST” list displays identifier, icon, 

bearing and distance (nm) of 10 airports or navaids.
● In the center, in the “INFORMATION” field, the name of 

the airport or waypoint, as well as its latitude, longitude 
and elevation are shown.

● On the bottom, in the “FREQUENCIES” field, the 
airport's frequencies resp. the navaid frequency (NDB, 
VOR/DMEs) is shown. Airport frequency names longer 
than ten characters are abbreviated.

Use the inner smaller wheel of the FMS knob to switch 
between airports, intersections (FIXes), NDBs and 
VOR/DMEs. Push the FMS knob to display an arrow cursor 
next to the list.

If the arrow cursor is displayed, move it up and down with 
the larger outer wheel of the FMS knob, to display 
information and frequencies of the airport or navaid.

Push the FMS knob again to leave the selection mode.

Please note the following design decisions:
● The vFlyteAir model of the SR20 only displays the 10 nearest 

airports or navaids within 200 nm of the current position.
● We show airport frequencies in two columns. The real aircraft 

shows them one by one in a scrollable list, but we like it better to 
see all frequencies at once. However, our display is limited to 22 
frequencies. If your airport uses really more than 22 frequencies, 
frequencies after 22 are not shown.

● We only display airports where the SR20 is able to land – we 
exclude heliports and water landing strips. Note: This exclusion is 
based on X-Plane's convention to mark heliports with a [H] and 
seastrips with a [S] in their names. If a heliport or seastrip does not 
follow this convention, it is not recognized as heliport or seastrip 
and therefore displayed.

● The nearest window is updated only once in 30 seconds or if you 
select a page or airport/navaid. This is to save performance.
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3.7 User Charts Page
The user charts page can display charts which are stored in 
the “Cockpit_3D/generic/Rotary/User” folder.
● Use the “PREV” and “NEXT” softkeys to select a chart.
● User charts have to be .png files of about 675x1036 

pixels. Up to 20 charts are possible. Name the charts 1-
1.png, 2-1.png, 3-1.png, …, 20-1.png.

● Example charts are provided for Duluth International 
Airport, Minnesota, home of Cirrus Aircraft Corporation.
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3.8 Engine Page
Open the Engine Page by pressing the “ENGINE” softkey 
on the MFD or by using the outer (large) FMS knob to move 
forward through the available MFD pages. The Engine 
pages provides all the common data on engine, fuel, and 
electrics. It also shows the remaining amount of anti-ice 
fluid and oxygen. You have switches for anti-ice and oxygen 
in the cockpit; anti-ice is in front of the pilot; oxygen on the 
pedestal.
Please note that the fuel and electric systems are X-Plane default and 
have not been customized. The real SR20 has three busses (1 
essential, two main). We included the two main busses which are 
allowed by X-Plane; the essential bus gauge is just a fake display, 
showing the values of the 1st main bus.
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Most of the data shown in the “Fuel Calculation” and 
“Air Data” fields is not available in default X-Plane. As 
these fields are useful, we decided to calculate the 
values by ourselves using widely available formulae.

In contrast to the real aircraft, the “remaining fuel” is 
the actual fuel stored in the aircraft's tanks (in the real 
aircraft, this value has to be entered by the pilot and 
does not reflect the actual amount of fuel).



  


